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With the exception of the National Health Service it is hard to think of a more popular institution 

than the public library. The 1964 Public Libraries and Museums Act, ironically passed into law by a 

Conservative government, provided the legal framework for a ‘comprehensive and efficient’ service 

that has served communities for generations, part of the post war social settlement.  Half a century 

later, under another Conservative-led government the public library service is under attack as never 

before.

Almost 400 libraries are currently under threat, are passing into voluntary ‘community’ control or have 

closed. The librarians’ professional body CILIP says that 600 branches are under threat. It is not just 

that libraries are taking their share of the hit in the public sector cuts. They are facing something 

that could be summarised in that overused epithet ‘a perfect storm.’ 

One prong of that attack is the usually unstated belief that towns and cities can do with a single 

central library and that the branch network can be allowed to wither. Another is the notion that 

digitisation is doing away with the library. Yet another is the presence of private providers arguing 

that they can provide library services more efficiently. 

The final prong is sheer incomprehension and philistinism. I was part of a delegation meeting Culture 

Minister Ed Vaizey recently. With a straight face he argued that a phone box or pub with a few boxes 

of books was a library. No, it is a room with a few books. The very post of librarian is being called into 

question.

But libraries are needed more than ever before. A third of children do not own a single book. Around 

23 percent of people do not have access to the internet. The life chances of these predominantly poor 

people are materially affected. What’s more the young and elderly, disabled and marginalised suffer 

disproportionately when the community space the library provides is removed.



As I wrote recently: “The National Literacy Trust says that children who go to a library are twice as 

likely as those who don’t to read well. It is not just picking up a book. It is the social experience of 

reading, talking about the books, browsing, comparing what you have read with family and friends. 

Librarians are ambassadors in that process. They open doors to new worlds, new possibilities. They ask 

library visitors to evaluate the information on offer. Most importantly, they give access to narratives. 

Children and adults do not just need information to thrive as thinking beings, but stories. Libraries are 

the temple of story. They are not in decline because of some natural, historic progression, but because 

of the monstrous cultural vandalism of savage cost-cutting. We will pay a terrible price for the 

behaviour of our masters.”

By all accounts, government ministers and many of the more Neanderthal councillors around the 

country thought they could push through the cuts with little opposition. They embarked on a strategy 

of hitting us hard and hitting us fast. Little did they realise that they would stir up a whirlwind of 

opposition. 

I launched the Campaign for the Book at a conference in 2009 in the dying days of the Labour 

government. At that time Ed Vaizey was coruscating the Labour/Lib Dem Wirral council for attempting 

to close eleven libraries. He is now presiding over the ‘hollowing out’ of the entire service. A fifth of 

full time library posts have gone. Opening hours are being slashed. Book funds are being cut to shreds.

A huge campaign in Wirral succeeded in changing the then Culture Minister Andy Burnham’s mind about 

intervening to ‘call in’ the library closures. Wirral was a great victory and seemed to set a precedent 

for the defence of the whole service. The arrival of the Conservative-led coalition government soon 

disabused library users of that illusion. In areas such as Tory Gloucestershire, Isle of Wight and 

Somerset, but also Labour Bolton, Lewisham and Brent cuts far in access of the 28 percent savings 

drawn up in Chancellor Gideon Osborne’s spending review were proposed. Resistance was inevitable, but 

it came on a scale the Tories couldn’t have imagined.



Local campaigns not only organised petitions, demonstrations, lobbies and pickets on a large scale. They 

also initiated a series of high profile legal challenges. One, a joint campaign by Gloucestershire and 

Somerset, forced a temporary halt to the closures. The judge went as far as to condemn the councils’ 

bad governance. Given the scale of the public spending cuts and the pressures on councils, elected 

representatives are determined to push through their cost cutting measures, albeit with some regard 

to the equal opportunities measures that put them on the wrong side of the judiciary.

Protests swept the UK, often in rural areas and the Tory shires. Time and time again campaigners won 

the argument for public service, but found their elected representatives stubbornly committed to cuts 

and closures. I tried to give national coordination to the protests in February, 2011 when I initiated 

nationwide Read ins across the UK. I hoped for twelve. There were 110! The presence of authors, 

artists, poets, storytellers and musicians added to the air of excitement and optimism. A year later I 

put out a call for National Libraries Day. This was similarly successful though more traditional in form 

because it was organized by an alliance of many bodies. 

As yet there have only been one or two examples of localised industrial action, in Southampton last 

year for example. This could be partly because librarians work in relatively small, scattered groups, 

partly because the unions are recovering from a long period of setbacks. 

Regardless of the obstacles we face, the protest movement continues to look for ways to generalise 

resistance. A national meeting addressed by Philip Pullman came up with the idea of The Speak Up for 

Libraries coalition. It comprises the public sector union Unison, the WI, Cilip, Voices for the Library, 

the Library Campaign and the Campaign for the Book. 

From this meeting came the call for a rally and lobby of parliament for March 13th. Hundreds rallied at 

Central Hall, Westminster before lobbying their MPs. At the same time Culture Minister Ed Vaizey 

looked very uncomfortable at the Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee. In a sign that we will 

have to continue to fight hard, he said cuts to professional library staff across the country should be 

seen as an opportunity rather than a failure of the service! He did however announce a review and said 



he would meet Cilip to discuss the loss of full time posts. He looks keen to head off the growing revolt 

over library cuts. Shadow Culture Minister Dan Jarvis dubbed him the ‘Beeching of libraries.’

So we have lobbied, petitioned and protested. We have organised conferences and Read-ins. We have 

written numerous articles and newspapers, spoken thousands of thousands of words to the media. We 

have been by turns polite, legalistic, imaginative, anarchic and committed. All this effort has stopped 

some closures, forced moratoria on others and propelled the issue of libraries into the heart of public 

discourse, but the sword of Damocles is still hanging over the head of the library service. The fight 

will continue and the search for new tactics will continue with it. We will not go gentle into that good 

night.
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